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The Scenario 

At its most fundamental, revision is about seeing again. This project is going to help you revise your 

profile by seeing it again—differently, in a new format. 

For this project, you are going to transform your profile into a Prezi presentation.  

To make sure you’re really SHOWING and not just telling, you are going to include only the parts of your 

paper that are specific descriptions, quotes, or dialogue. Each one will become its own text box in your 

Prezi. Then you have to figure out how to organize them and show connections between them so that 

your classmates and I get the same impression of your profile subject that we would from reading your 

paper. 

*  Prezi including all descriptions, quotes, and 

dialogue as separate text boxes 

 Organize and deliver so that we get same 

impression from Prezi that we do from 

profile 

The Process 

 Sign up for Prezi account and learn the basic how-tos 

 Find all specific descriptions, quotes, and dialogues in paper 

 Type each into Prezi as separate text box 

 Organize, using Prezi tools, in a way that best delivers your dominant impression 

 Rehearse. Do a few run-throughs. Maybe even develop a script to rely on if you’re going to get 

nervous or off-track while talking us through your presentation. 

 Deliver! Post a link to your Prezi to the Bb assignment slot, and then share your presentation 

What to do 

 Experiment. Remember — the idea here is that you’re re-seeing your profile material. So play with 

different methods of organization until you find one that clicks—one that makes good sense to you 

that you can explain to us. 

 Prezi allows you to play with different relationships and timelines. In this format, everything doesn’t 

have to be linear. Use that freedom to think about clusters of ideas, layers of meaning, etc. 

 Consider having others look at all your text boxes and offer ideas for how they might organize the 

material. Having another perspective could help you see your paper very differently. 

What not to do 

 Don’t let the technology or the idea of the presentation get in your way. The idea here is to use this 

as a tool to rethink your paper. 

 Don’t look back at your paper. The whole point of this is to re-see the material. Work only with the 

details that you put in Prezi. 


